
Oil

U.S. data released yesterday surprised with crude inventories showing a decline by 3,6 million barrels as opposed to expectations of a 
bit of an increase. Gasoline stocks on the other hand increased by 3,4 million barrels, which might be the main reason that price gains 
couldn’t be sustained throught the rest of the session. While the front month WTI contract could finish with a marginal plus of 0,06 
USD/bbl at 49,62 USD/bbl, the Brent equivalent settled at 51,82 USD/bbl, down 0,28 USD/bbl. Rising U.S. production and the realisation, 
that despite OPEC and non-OPEC efforts the market is still oversupplied are likely resulting in further losses today.

Gas

European gas markets posted gains all along the price curve yesterday. Cool weather conditions were supporting UK gas demand to 
above seasonal normal levels, putting day-ahead prices to their highest in 3 weeks. The upside in continental prompt prices though 
turned out more moderate on comfortable supplies. Longer term contracts could benefit from firmer prompt prices and temporary 
gains in the oil sector. On the ICE exchange the NBP Winter-17 closed the day at 45,80 p/th.

Coal

Despite physical coal prices for Europe remaining rather soft with the DES ARA index seeing a minor upside of 0,40 USD/t lately, the pa-
per market faced an upside yesterday after having started this week with 2 sessions of losses. Improved clean dark spreads and firmer 
power prices seem to encourage foward hedging currently. The Cal-18 contract could book gains of 1,00 USD/t, settling at 65,88 USD/t. 
Some more gains seem likely today, thoug they might be more limited than yesterday.

Carbon

Having set new year-to-date lows in Tuesday’s session the emissions market managed to gain some ground yesterday. The Dec ‘17 
benchmark contract settled at 4,61 EUR/t, up 0,11 EUR/t from the previous day. With hardly any compliance buyers active gains are 
likely due to improving clean dark spreads and firmer power prices incentivising power producers to hedge. Still in an oversupplied 
market further considerable gains might not be seen today.

Hydro

The weather forecasts is still supporting a slightly worserning hydro balance the coming 10 days which could underpin the Nordic 
prices. The forecasts shows cold and dry weather even in the beginning of May when a high pressure with cold winds from the north 
enter Scandinavia. So far there are small signals that we could see normal temperatures any soon over the Nordic region. The fact that 
the hydrological balance is close to normal is limiting the upside in a period where a high pressure does not give that high impact on the 
overall situation.

Germany

The German front month contract posted an upside of roughly 1% yesterday upon news that the restart of the reactor Philipsburg 2 has 
been further postponed from tomorrow to the 11 May. Firmer gas, coal and emissions prices drove contracts longer out on the price 
curve, posting gains on their own. The Cal-18 benchmack contract settled the day at 29,45 EUR/MWh, up 0,26 EUR/MWh from Tuesday. 
Opening the day in positive territory the bullish sentiment might remain in today’s session.

Equities

The positive sentiment on the global equity markets is continuing with some mixed signals in the Asian Markets today. The leading 
futures is slightly in positive territory with small movements. Most focus will be what’s coming out from the ECB meeting today regard-
ing the future policy. The anticipation is that they will keep the interest rate unchanged but the market will analyze the following press 
conference closely for more signals.

Conclusion

The dry and cold weather forecasts as well as rising coal and CO2 prices were giving support to the upside yesterday. The Q3-17 
contract closed at 24,00 EUR/MWh, up 0,20 EUR/MWh compared to Tuesday’s closing price. The YR-18 contract also rose 0,20 EUR/
MWh Wednesday before closing at 23,30 EUR/MWh. Due to the cold weather the spot prices are relatively high at the moment, which is 
limiting the down side for the time being. As todays weather forecast is still dry and cold the market is continuing up this morning.
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Spot DK1 DK2 SE3 SE4 HEL OSL SYS Forwards DK1 DK2 STO MAL HEL OSL SYS SRMC Coal Gas Oil

25-apr 35,47 35,48 35,44 35,44 37,05 35,44 34,45 May 24,75 26,25 24,20 24,50 28,34 23,90 24,00 May 33,14 30,30 68,63

26-apr 39,91 39,91 38,80 38,80 38,80 38,80 37,24 Q3-17 30,98 32,18 29,70 30,00 33,88 26,80 27,00 Q3-17 32,61 29,95 75,79

27-apr 36,21 36,75 36,54 36,74 39,36 36,40 35,82 2017 24,90 27,11 25,13 25,50 29,43 23,30 23,30 2018 30,03 32,24 75,79

The Morning report is produced on the basis of information about th Nordic power market from sources which Energi Danmark A/S finds reliable. We attempt to continuously keep data correct and up to date. Energi Danmark A/S assume no responsibility for the accuracy of the contents of this report. Energi 
Danmark A/S makes reservationsfor typing errors, calculation errors and asume no responibility for any loss or damage arising from the direct or indirect consequences following use of this material. Estimates and recommendations can be changed with no prior notice or warning. The report is confidential 
and only intended for clients of Energi Danmark A/S. Information contained in the report is of general nature and cannot be defined as advice. Readers are urged to seek closer advice in relation to specific questions. This material is not to be published or in any other way passed on for unauthorized use.
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